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Motivation... 

“I always had musical instincts. My mother tells me that I used to stand 
on her make up kit when I was three years old and conduct music on the 
radio with a stick. And I always loved the piano. But early on, I realized 
that I seemed to feel things more deeply than other people around me, 
so I needed a way to express that. 

 

Influence... 

“Probably the French pianist, Alfred Cortot, satisfies me the most 
intellectually and emotionally. By the time I had become a student of his 
assistant, Mme. Bascourret de Gueraldi in Paris, he was already dead. 
But at that time, everything at the Ecole Normale de Musique, which, of 
course, was the school he founded, had remained as though he were still 
there. . His office was kept as it was. So, as if by osmosis, I absorbed a 
sense, of who the man was. Later, I realized through his recordings what 
imagination, color and poetry there was in his playing. Then I studied 
with a  former assistant to Artur Schnabel in Los Angeles. His name was 
Aube Tzerko, and that was a truly different world. He taught me the guts 
of music, how these great composers put together their masterworks; 
how the character of the music could be gotten through the 
interrelationship of the melody, harmony and rhythm, rather than 
through tradition. Once these interpretive principles were understood, it 
allowed for a personal, more individual way of expression, and more 
freedom within the bar line and the phrase pulse. He said to me once, 
that no matter how fast one plays scales or does other mechanics (and 
by the way, Horowitz differentiated between mechanics and technique), 
there will always be somebody coming along from somewhere like 
Kankakee, Illinois, that can play faster. So "learn to express that part of 
your talent that no one can compete with -- your personality; how you 
feel things , which is entirely unique to you." I never forgot that.



 

 In  the  office  as  Director  of  Artisic  Ambassador  Program. 

“I later read a tract that Moieseiwitsch had written on how to achieve 
"The Grand Manner of Playing." He talked about putting the piece 
together inch by inch, starting with semi-phrases, then the whole 
phrase, or, if you will, the clause, sentence, paragraph, until the end, 
when you have finally built an edifice. That was the approach I learned 
from the Schnabel school. And yet there could not have been two 
pianists more different than Moiseiwitsch and Schnabel. I realized 
finally that they both had the same teacher, Lescheitizky, but each 
brought to their training a different personal aesthetic. That's what 
happened with Tzerko and me. I absorbed the principles but didn't feel 
comfortable with the more sever or academic, German approach. He let 
me go my way, however, because I came to understand those principles 
of hearing sound, and took them in a different direction. Then I had the 
fortune to have studied with many other great and interesting 
musicians: Louis Kentner, Peter Feuchtwanger (who taught not unlike 
the "old timers"), William Masselos, and Raymond Lewenthal.  

Earliest memory? 

Picking out Brahms' "lullaby" on the piano after my grandfather died. 

Proudest career moment? 

Playing for an audience of great and distinguished musicians (which 
included: Olga Koussevitzky, Raymond Lewenthal, Gunther Schuller, 
Gilbert Kalish) at Tanglewood when I was still young and a scholarship 
student at the festival. Also, being backstage at Wigmore Hall before 
walking on, and seeing the gallery of pictures of great artists from the 
past that had performed there, starting with Busoni, Paderewski, et al. 

In your opinion, what are the most important qualities in a 
great pianist? 

“A great artist has to move people, has to strike a respondent chord in 
the listener. We don't like the word emotion today, but that is what it is 



about. Who wants to go out at night to see someone just push keys down 
here and there. Don't just play. Recreate! 

'Greatest challenge' 

“The greatest challenge was to project to people the feelings and 
emotions that I had. As a young student I used to believe that, if I had 
this enormous sensitivity to every sound I was making, then other 
people must be feeling it, too. If it was palpable to me, then the whole 
world must know. All I had to do was show up and "feel." Wrong. Image 
below - Concert at National Philharmonic Hall in Minsk. 

 

“It was a process of development to learn how to carry the listener along 
with excitement, nobility, tenderness, sadness, and all of the other 
human emotions found in the reservoir of the central nervous system. 
The great composers tapped into all that, and it is the job of the 
interpreter to set it free from the dead, lifeless page.” 

“Robilette takes the technique for granted and establishes a secure 
niche in a highly crowded field.”” —The Washington Post, 
Washington, D.C. - March 6, 1994. 
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